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Value-ology
This comprehensive, state-of-the-art reference work
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provides the first systematic review to date of how
sociologists have studied the relationship between
race/ethnicity and educational inequality over the last
thirty years in eighteen different national contexts.

Direct Gear Design
Confessions of a Street Addict
Taking the problem-based approach, this text helps
clinicians improve their diagnostic and therapeutic
skills in a focused and practical manner. The cases
included demonstrate the diversity of clinical practice
in the specialty worldwide, and are divided into five
major sections: Upper GI, Pancreato-Biliary, Liver,
Small and Large Bowel, and Miscellaneous.

The Borderlands of Southeast Asia
A tour of Wall Street in the tradition of Liar's Poker
also traces the life and career of the author, the cofounder of TheStreet.com and Smart Money
magazine, from his Philadelphia childhood through his
exploits as a financial journalist. Reprint. 60,000 first
printing.

Development Challenges, South-South
Solutions: September 2009 Issue
Knowmad Society explores the future of learning,
work, and how we relate with each other in a world
driven by accelerating change, value networks, and
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the rise of knowmads. Knowmads are nomadic
knowledge workers: Creative, imaginative, and
innovative people who can work with almost anybody,
anytime, and anywhere. The jobs associated with 21st
century knowledge and innovation workers have
become much less specific concerning task and place,
but require more value-generative applications of
what they know. The office as we know it is gone.
Schools and other learning spaces will follow next. In
this book, nine authors from three continents, ranging
from academics to business leaders, share their
visions for the future of learning and work.
Educational and organizational implications are
uncovered, experiences are shared, and the
contributors explore what it's going to take for
individuals, organizations, and nations to succeed in
Knowmad Society.

Mad Money
Development Challenges, South-South Solutions is the
monthly e-newsletter of the United Nations Office for
South-South Cooperation in UNDP
(www.southerninnovator.org). It has been published
every month since 2006. Its sister publication,
Southern Innovator magazine, has been published
since 2011.

Reinventing America's Schools
Managing Cover Crops Profitably (3rd Ed.
)
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This volume comprises original articles by leading
authors – from philosophy as well as sociology – in the
debate around relativism in the sociology of
(scientific) knowledge. Its aim has been to bring
together several threads from the relevant disciplines
and to cover the discussion from historical and
systematic points of view. Among the contributors are
Maria Baghramian, Barry Barnes, Martin Endreß,
Hubert Knoblauch, Richard Schantz and Harvey
Siegel.

The Car Hacker's Handbook
As U.S. and Canadian automakers and dealers face
bankruptcy and Toyota battles unprecedented qualitycontrol problems, Lemon-Aid guides steer the
confused and anxious buyer through the economic
meltdown unlike any other car-and-truck books on the
market. Phil Edmonston, Canada's automotive "Dr.
Phil" for more than 40 years, pulls no punches. In this
all-new guide he says: Chrysler's days are numbered
with the dubious help of Fiat. Electric cars and ethanol
power are PR gimmicks. Diesel and natural gas are
the future. Be wary of "zombie" vehicles: Jaguar, Land
Rover, Saab, and Volvo. Mercedes-Benz -- rich cars,
poor quality. There's only one Saturn you should buy.
Toyota -- enough apologies: "when you mess up, 'fess
up."

Strategic Decisions
As we come to understand the urgency of our multiple
global crises, we become motivated to get involved,
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to make use of our collective wisdom and our capacity
to work for solutions in community. The Sourcebook is
designed to support readers in finding pathways for
effective individual and group action. It cuts through
the glut of information, providing a clear, concise
overview of the most important issues and aspects of
sustainability that everyone needs to know. And it's
packed with successful models, inspiring examples
and actionable solutions.

Information Needs of Communities
In 2009, a bipartisan Knight Commission found that
while the broadband age is enabling an info. and
commun. renaissance, local communities in particular
are being unevenly served with critical info. about
local issues. Soon after the Knight Commission
delivered its findings, the FCC initiated a working
group to identify crosscurrent and trend, and make
recommendations on how the info. needs of
communities can be met in a broadband world. This
report by the FCC Working Group on the Info. Needs
of Communities addresses the rapidly changing media
landscape in a broadband age. Contents: Media
Landscape; The Policy and Regulatory Landscape;
Recommendations. Charts and tables. This is a print
on demand report.

The Grape Genome
Phil Edmonston, Canada's automotive "Dr. Phil," pulls
no punches. He says there's never been a better time
to buy a new car or truck, thanks to a stronger
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Canadian dollar and an auto industry offering reduced
prices, more cash rebates, low financing rates,
bargain leases, and free auto maintenance programs.
In this all-new guide he says: Audis are beautiful to
behold but hell to own (biodegradable transmissions,
"rodent snack" wiring, and mind-boggling
depreciation Many 2011-12 automobiles have "chin-tochest head restraints, blinding dash reflections, and
dash gauges that can't be seen in sunlight, not to
mention painful wind-tunnel roar if the rear windows
are opened while underway Ethanol and hybrid fuelsaving claims have more in common with Harry Potter
than the Society of Automotive Engineers GM's 2012
Volt electric car is a mixture of hype and hypocrisy
from the car company that "killed" its own electric car
more than a decade ago You can save $2,000 by
cutting freight fees and "administrative" charges
Diesel annual urea fill-up scams cancost you $300,
including an $80 "handling" charge for $25 worth of
urea Lemon-Aid's 2011-12 Endangered Species List:
the Chinese Volvo, the Indian Jaguar and Land Rover,
the Mercedes-Benz Smart Car, Mitsubishi, and Suzuki

An Assessment of the Prospects for
Inertial Fusion Energy
The sprawl of Adventure. The addictiveness of
Breakout. The intensity of Space Invaders. Once upon
a time, you could only experience this kind of
excitement at the arcade. But in 1977 that changed
forever. You, and maybe a friend or a sibling, could
instantly teleport from your own living room to a
dazzling new world—with nothing more than a small
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plastic cartridge. This was the promise of the Atari
2600—and it was delivered in ways no one ever
expected. No, the games it put on your TV weren’t
what you saw when you plunked in your quarters at
the convenience store or in the noisy, smoky business
on the other side of town. But they brought the
arcade home—and it hasn’t left since. With
Adventure: The Atari 2600 at the Dawn of Console
Gaming, Jamie Lendino takes you to the front lines of
the home gaming revolution, exploring the history of
the world-changing console and delves into the coinop ports and original titles that still influence gaming
today. Before your next trip to a magical universe
with your Xbox One, PlayStation 4, or Nintendo
Switch, see how the home gaming industry truly
began.

A Conservative Walks Into a Bar
In this shocking exposé, investigative researcher and
author S. K. Bain reveals the truth behind the massmurdering psychopaths responsible for the events of
September 11, 2001, and reconstructs the occultdriven script for this Global Luciferian MegaRitual. As
Bain uncovers, the framework for the entire event
was a psychological warfare campaign built upon a
deadly foundation of black magick and high
technology. The book details the sinister nature of the
defining event of the 21st century and explains the
vast scope of the machinery of oppression that has
been constructed around us.

Lemon-Aid New Cars and Trucks 2012
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Transmedia Marketing: From Film and TV to Games
and Digital Media skillfully guides media makers and
media marketers through the rapidly changing world
of entertainment and media marketing. Its
groundbreaking transmedia approach integrates
storytelling and marketing content creation across
multiple media platforms – harnessing the power of
audience to shape and promote your story. Through
success stories, full color examples of effective
marketing techniques in action, and insight from top
entertainment professionals, Transmedia Marketing
covers the fundamentals of a sound 21st century
marketing and content plan. You’ll master the
strategy behind conducting research, identifying
target audiences, setting goals, and branding your
project. And, you’ll learn first-hand how to execute
your plan’s publicity, events, advertising, trailers,
digital and interactive content, and social media.
Transmedia Marketing enlivens these concepts with:
Hundreds of vibrant examples from across media
platforms – The Hunger Games, Prometheus, The
Dark Knight, Bachelorette, The Lord of the Rings,
Despicable Me 2, Food, Inc., Breaking Bad, House of
Cards, Downton Abbey, Game of Thrones, Top Chef,
Pokémon, BioShock Infinite, Minecraft, Outlast,
Titanfall, LEGO Marvel Super Heroes, Halo 4,
Lonelygirl15, Annoying Orange Real-world advice
from 45 leading industry writers, directors, producers,
composers, distributors, marketers, publicists, critics,
journalists, attorneys, and executives from markets,
festivals, awards, and guilds Powerful in-depth case
studies showcasing successful approaches – A.I.
Artificial Intelligence, Mad Men, Lizzie Bennet Diaries,
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Here Comes Honey Boo Boo, and Martin Scorsese
Presents the Blues Extensive Web content at
www.transmediamarketing.com featuring a primer on
transmedia platforms – film, broadcast, print, games,
digital media, and experiential media; expanded case
studies; sample marketing plans and materials; and
exclusive interviews With Transmedia Marketing,
you’ll be fully versed in the art of marketing film, TV,
games, and digital media and primed to write and
achieve the winning plan for your next media project.

The Dead Celebrity Cookbook
Introduction: Who Brings the Funny? Data,
Experiments & Proof Mirroring the Political Climate:
Satire in History Art and Profession Being Funny &
Being Right, Being Left & Being Right Conclusions.

Bad Judgment
SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING. 3E
incorporates feedback from instructors across the
country and has expanded by three chapters. The
popular sports and entertainment topics continue to
be the foundation for teaching marketing concepts.
Each marketing function is incorporated throughout
the text and is highlighted with an icon to indicate
how it is used in the marketing process. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

The Filthy Truth
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In this “highly entertaining snapshot of a wild-frontier
moment in pop culture” (Rolling Stone), discover the
wild and explosive true story of the early years of MTV
directly from the original VJs. Nina Blackwood, Mark
Goodman, Alan Hunter, and Martha Quinn (along with
the late J. J. Jackson) had front-row seats to a cultural
revolution—and the hijinks of pop music icons like
Adam Ant, Cyndi Lauper, Madonna, and Duran
Duran—as the first VJs on the fledgling network MTV.
From partying with David Lee Roth to flying on Bob
Dylan’s private jet, they were on a breakneck journey
through a music revolution. Boing beyond the
compelling behind the scenes tales of this
unforgettable era, VJ is also a coming-of-age story
about the 1980s, its excesses, controversies, and
everything in between. “At last—the real inside story
of the MTV explosion that rocked the world, in all its
giddy excess, from the video pioneers who saw all the
hair, drugs and guitars up close. VJ is the wild,
hilarious, addictive tale of how one crazy moment
changed pop culture forever” (Rob Sheffield, New
York Times bestselling author).

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
For the intermediate-level course, the Fifth Edition of
this widely used text takes modern physics textbooks
to a higher level. With a flexible approach to
accommodate the various ways of teaching the
course (both one- and two-term tracks are easily
covered), the authors recognize the audience and its
need for updated coverage, mathematical rigor, and
features to build and support student understanding.
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Continued are the superb explanatory style, the up-todate topical coverage, and the Web enhancements
that gained earlier editions worldwide recognition.
Enhancements include a streamlined approach to
nuclear physics, thoroughly revised and updated
coverage on particle physics and astrophysics, and a
review of the essential Classical Concepts important
to students studying Modern Physics.

The Engineer
The potential for using fusion energy to produce
commercial electric power was first explored in the
1950s. Harnessing fusion energy offers the prospect
of a nearly carbon-free energy source with a virtually
unlimited supply of fuel. Unlike nuclear fission plants,
appropriately designed fusion power plants would not
produce the large amounts of high-level nuclear
waste that requires long-term disposal. Due to these
prospects, many nations have initiated research and
development (R&D) programs aimed at developing
fusion as an energy source. Two R&D approaches are
being explored: magnetic fusion energy (MFE) and
inertial fusion energy (IFE). An Assessment of the
Prospects for Inertial Fusion Energy describes and
assesses the current status of IFE research in the
United States; compares the various technical
approaches to IFE; and identifies the scientific and
engineering challenges associated with developing
inertial confinement fusion (ICF) in particular as an
energy source. It also provides guidance on an R&D
roadmap at the conceptual level for a national
program focusing on the design and construction of
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an inertial fusion energy demonstration plant.

Modern Physics
'There is a plot, Harry Potter. A plot to make most
terrible things happen at Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry this year.' Harry Potter's
summer has included the worst birthday ever, doomy
warnings from a house-elf called Dobby, and rescue
from the Dursleys by his friend Ron Weasley in a
magical flying car! Back at Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry for his second year, Harry
hears strange whispers echo through empty corridors
- and then the attacks start. Students are found as
though turned to stone Dobby's sinister predictions
seem to be coming true.

Lemon-Aid New Cars and Trucks 2011
The truck's role in American society changed
dramatically from the 1960s through the 1980s, with
the rise of off-roaders, the van craze of the 1970s and
minivan revolution of the 1980s, the popularization of
the SUV as family car and the diversification of the
pickup truck into multiple forms and sizes. This
comprehensive reference book follows the form of the
author's popular volumes on American cars. For each
year, it provides an industry overview and, for each
manufacturer, an update on new models and other
news, followed by a wealth of data: available
powertrains, popular options, paint colors and more.
Finally, each truck is detailed fully with specifications
and measurements, prices, production figures,
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standard equipment and more.

The Intangible Advantage
If you've ever fantasized about feasting on Frank
Sinatra's Barbecued Lamb, lunching on Lucille Ball's
"Chinese-y Thing," diving ever-so-neatly into Joan
Crawford's Poached Salmon, or wrapping your lips
around Rock Hudson's cannoli – and really, who
hasn't? – hold on to your oven mitts! In The Dead
Celebrity Cookbook: A Resurrection of Recipes by 150
Stars of Stage and Screen, Frank DeCaro—the
flamboyantly funny Sirius XM radio personality best
known for his six-and-a-half-year stint as the movie
critic on The Daily Show with Jon Stewart—collects
hundreds of recipes passed on from legendary stars
of stage and screen, proving that before there were
celebrity chefs, there were celebrities who fancied
themselves chefs. Their all-but-forgotten
recipes—rescued from out-of-print cookbooks, musty
biographies, vintage magazines, and dusty
pamphlets—suggest a style of home entertaining ripe
for reexamination if not revival, while reminding
intrepid gourmands that, for better or worse,
Hollywood doesn't make celebrities (or cooks) like it
used to. Starring Farrah Fawcett's Sausage and
Peppers Liberace's Sticky Buns Bette Davis's Red
Flannel Hash Bea Arthur's Good Morning Mushroom
Tomato Toast Dudley Moore's Crème Brûlée Gypsy
Rose Lee's Portuguese Fish Chowder John Ritter's
Famous Fudge Andy Warhol's Ghoulish Goulash
Vincent Price's Pepper Steak Johnny Cash's Old Iron
Pot Family-Style Chili Vivian Vance's Chicken Kiev
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Sebastian Cabot's Avocado Surprise Lawrence Welk's
Vegetable Croquettes Ann Miller's Cheese Soufflé
Jerry Orbach's Trifle Totie Fields's Fruit Mellow Irene
Ryan's Tipsy Basingstoke Klaus Nomi's Key Lime Tart
Richard Deacon's Bitter and Booze And many other
meals from breakfast to dessert.

Transmedia Marketing
Over the last several decades, gearing development
has focused on improvements in materials,
manufacturing technology and tooling, thermal
treatment, and coatings and lubricants. In contrast,
gear design methods have remained frozen in time,
as the vast majority of gears are designed with
standard tooth proportions. This over-standardization
signif

Flu
This book describes the current state of international
grape genomics, with a focus on the latest findings,
tools and strategies employed in genome sequencing
and analysis, and genetic mapping of important
agronomic traits. It also discusses how these are
having a direct impact on outcomes for grape
breeders and the international grape research
community. While V. vinifera is a model species, it is
not always appreciated that its cultivation usually
requires the use of other Vitis species as rootstocks.
The book discusses genetic diversity within the Vitis
genus, the available genetic resources for breeding,
and the available genomic resources for other Vitis
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species. Grapes (Vitis vinifera spp. vinifera) have been
a source of food and wine since their domestication
from their wild progenitor (Vitis vinifera ssp.
sylvestris) around 8,000 years ago, and they are now
the world’s most valuable horticultural crop. In
addition to being economically important, V. vinifera
is also a model organism for the study of perennial
fruit crops for two reasons: Firstly, its ability to be
transformed and micropropagated via somatic
embryogenesis, and secondly its relatively small
genome size of 500 Mb. The economic importance of
grapes made V. vinifera an obvious early candidate
for genomic sequencing, and accordingly, two draft
genomes were reported in 2007. Remarkably, these
were the first genomes of any fruiting crop to be
sequenced and only the fourth for flowering plants.
Although riddled with gaps and potentially omitting
large regions of repetitive sequences, the two
genomes have provided valuable insights into grape
genomes. Cited in over 2,000 articles, the genome
has served as a reference in more than 3,000 genomewide transcriptional analyses. Further, recent
advances in DNA sequencing and bioinformatics are
enabling the assembly of reference-grade genome
references for more grape genotypes revealing the
exceptional extent of structural variation in the
species.

Astronomy
From David Osborne, the author of Reinventing
Government--a biting analysis of the failure of
America's public schools and a comprehensive plan
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for revitalizing American education. In Reinventing
America's Schools, David Osborne, one of the world's
foremost experts on public sector reform, offers a
comprehensive analysis of the charter school
movements and presents a theory that will do for
American schools what his New York Times bestseller
Reinventing Government did for public governance in
1992. In 2005, when Hurricane Katrina devastated
New Orleans, the city got an unexpected opportunity
to recreate their school system from scratch. The
state's Recovery School District (RSD), created to turn
around failing schools, gradually transformed all of its
New Orleans schools into charter schools, and the
results are shaking the very foundations of American
education. Test scores, school performance scores,
graduation and dropout rates, ACT scores, collegegoing rates, and independent studies all tell the same
story: the city's RSD schools have tripled their
effectiveness in eight years. Now other cities are
following suit, with state governments reinventing
failing schools in Newark, Camden, Memphis, Denver,
Indianapolis, Cleveland, and Oakland. In this book,
Osborne uses compelling stories from cities like New
Orleans and lays out the history and possible future of
public education. Ultimately, he uses his extensive
research to argue that in today's world, we should
treat every public school like a charter school and
grant them autonomy, accountability, diversity of
school designs, and parental choice.

Jim Cramer's Getting Back to Even
Over the past ten years, there has been growing
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interest in the process of strategic decision-making
among both managers and researchers. Strategic
decisions are important for five main reasons: They
are large-scale, risky and hard to reverse; they are a
bridge between deliberate and emerging strategies;
they can be a major source of organizational learning;
they play an important part in the development of
individual managers and they cut accross functions
and academic disciplines. Strategic Decisions
summarizes the current state of the art in research on
strategic decision-making, with chapters prepared by
leading strategy researchers. The editors also present
implications for current application and proposed
directions for future research.

Problem-based Approach to
Gastroenterology and Hepatology
Jim Cramer, bestselling author and host of CNBC's
Mad Money, has written the ultimate guide to lifetime
investing for readers of any age. Whether you're a
recent college grad trying to figure out how to start
investing, a young parent struggling to decide where
and how to put away money, or someone well into
middle age and worried about whether you've saved
enough for retirement, Jim Cramer's Stay Mad for Life
has the answers. Cramer covers all the essentials:
how to save, where to invest, which pitfalls to avoid.
He offers valuable advice on everything from
mortgages to college tuition. He explains what
professional money managers do right that amateur
investors do wrong. Because there is always a bull
market somewhere, Cramer tells readers where to
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find the bull markets of the future, and for those
willing to do the homework, he chooses twenty stocks
that could be long-term moneymakers. For those who
don't have the time or the temperament to invest in
stocks, he identifies the mutual funds that are proven
winners. He's investigated these funds by using his
own twenty-five years' experience managing money
for himself and dozens of America's wealthiest
families. Throughout, in addition to his own
enormously successful experience, Cramer draws on
rigorous research to back up his advice. Jim Cramer is
America's #1 financial guru. Every day he advises
investors on how to get ahead of the markets and
stay ahead on his daily television show, Mad Money;
in his online columns and commentary at
TheStreet.com; in his popular "Bottom Line" column in
New York magazine, and on television programs from
early morning to late night. His books have all been
national bestsellers and have helped educate
hundreds of thousands of investors about the perils
and promises of the financial markets. USA Today
called him "the media's most electrifying market
pundit," and his legions of fans agree. Jim Cramer's
Stay Mad for Life is the definitive money book, a
practical, concrete, insightful book of invaluable
financial advice that is a joy to read.

Knowmad Society
Modern cars are more computerized than ever.
Infotainment and navigation systems, Wi-Fi,
automatic software updates, and other innovations
aim to make driving more convenient. But vehicle
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technologies haven’t kept pace with today’s more
hostile security environment, leaving millions
vulnerable to attack. The Car Hacker’s Handbook will
give you a deeper understanding of the computer
systems and embedded software in modern vehicles.
It begins by examining vulnerabilities and providing
detailed explanations of communications over the
CAN bus and between devices and systems. Then,
once you have an understanding of a vehicle’s
communication network, you’ll learn how to intercept
data and perform specific hacks to track vehicles,
unlock doors, glitch engines, flood communication,
and more. With a focus on low-cost, open source
hacking tools such as Metasploit, Wireshark, Kayak,
can-utils, and ChipWhisperer, The Car Hacker’s
Handbook will show you how to: –Build an accurate
threat model for your vehicle –Reverse engineer the
CAN bus to fake engine signals –Exploit vulnerabilities
in diagnostic and data-logging systems –Hack the ECU
and other firmware and embedded systems –Feed
exploits through infotainment and vehicle-to-vehicle
communication systems –Override factory settings
with performance-tuning techniques –Build physical
and virtual test benches to try out exploits safely If
you’re curious about automotive security and have
the urge to hack a two-ton computer, make The Car
Hacker’s Handbook your first stop.

Most Dangerous Book in the World
The classic work on the music of Afrofuturism, from
jazz to jungle More Brilliant than the Sun: Adventures
in Sonic Fiction is one of the most extraordinary books
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on music ever written. Part manifesto for a militant
posthumanism, part journey through the
unacknowledged traditions of diasporic science
fiction, this book finds the future shock in Afrofuturist
sounds from jazz, dub and techno to funk, hip hop and
jungle. By exploring the music of such musical
luminaries as Sun Ra, Alice Coltrane, Lee Perry, Dr
Octagon, Parliament and Underground Resistance,
theorist and artist Kodwo Eshun mobilises their
concepts in order to open the possibilities of sonic
fiction: the hitherto unexplored intersections between
science fiction and organised sound. Situated
between electronic music history, media theory,
science fiction and Afrodiasporic studies, More
Brilliant than the Sun is one of the key works to stake
a claim for the generative possibilities of Afrofuturism.
Much referenced since its original publication in 1998,
but long unavailable, this new edition includes an
introduction by Kodwo Eshun as well as texts by
filmmaker John Akomfrah and producer Steve
Goodman aka kode9.

American Light Trucks and Utility
Vehicles, 1967-1989
From Andrew Dice Clay, the “Undisputed Heavyweight
Comedy King,” comes the unapologetic and
uncensored autobiography fans have been waiting
for. Andrew Dice Clay’s raw and uncensored stand-up
comedy has shocked and entertained audiences for
decades and continues to do so to this day. When he
released his debut album, Dice, in 1989, the parental
advisory label simply read “Warning: This album is
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offensive.” His material stretched the boundaries of
decency and good taste to their breaking point, and in
turn he became the biggest stand-up comic in the
world. But Dice’s meteoric rise and spectacular fame
brought on a furious backlash from the media and
critics. By the mid-nineties, though still playing to
packed audiences, the turmoil in his personal life, plus
attacks from every activist group imaginable, led him
to make the decision to step out of the spotlight and
put the focus on raising his boys. The Diceman was
knocked down, but not out. Taking inspiration from
what Frank Sinatra once told him—“You work for your
fans, not the media. The media gets their tickets for
free”—Dice has bounced back with critically
acclaimed roles and is once again playing to sold-out
audiences. Filled with no-holds-barred humor and
honesty, The Filthy Truth sets the record straight and
gives fans plenty of never-before-shared stories from
his career and his friendships with Howard Stern, Sam
Kinison, Mickey Rourke, Sylvester Stallone, Axl Rose,
and countless others.

Sustainable World Sourcebook
Jim Cramer, host of CNBC's Mad Money and
bestselling author and financial guru, offers specific
advice about how to overcome your fear of the
markets and put your investments back on track to
recover from the financial debacle of 2008-2009. You
don't even look at your 401(k) statements any longer.
When mail comes from your broker or your mutual
fund, you throw it in a drawer unopened. You know
how bad things are and you're just waiting for them to
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improve before you start thinking about your money
again. But how long will that take? How many
opportunities will you miss while you hide your head
in the sand? Shouldn't you be doing something? Jim
Cramer says that there are positive steps you can
take to start the financial healing process. You can
start to get back to even, then go from there. Cramer
explains how to make the best of the bad situation
you're in, and how not to succumb to fear and panic.
He tell you what steps to take depending on your age
and your financial goals. Getting Back to Even will
include advice on refinancing a mortgage, recovering
from job loss or downsizing, and making a new
financial plan. It will include twenty new rules for
investing that fit the current economic climate. Jim
Cramer believes that the stock market is still the best
long-term investment anyone can make. He'll offer
guidance on which stocks to select, or how to find a
reliable and successful mutual-fund manager, and
how to spot the economic recovery when it happens.
Whether you're 25 and investing to build wealth or 65
and hoping to restore your retirement savings, you'll
need the advice Jim Cramer offers in Getting Back to
Even.

Jim Cramer's Stay Mad for Life
Our American Government textbook adheres to the
scope and sequence of introductory American
government courses nationwide. We have
endeavored to make the workings of American
Government interesting and accessible to students
while maintaining the conceptual coverage and rigor
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inherent in the subject at the college level. With this
objective in mind, the content of this textbook has
been developed and arranged to provide a logical
progression from the fundamental principles of
institutional design at the founding, to avenues of
political participation, to thorough coverage of the
political structures that constitute American
government. The book builds upon what students
have already learned and emphasizes connections
between topics as well as between theory and
applications. The goal of each section is to enable
students not just to recognize concepts, but to work
with them in ways that will be useful in later courses,
future careers, and as engaged citizens. The
organization and pedagogical features were
developed and vetted with feedback from American
government instructors dedicated to the project.

The Problem of Relativism in the
Sociology of (Scientific) Knowledge
There's a nasty flu going round. An epidemic, they call
it. The posters say to cover your mouth when you
sneeze, and throw away the tissue. But such simple
measures won't stop this flu. Because when you catch
the flu, armed police come and lock you in your house
to die alone. When you catch this flu, it kills you in
days. And when you catch this flu, two hours after it's
killed you, your eyelids snap open again . . . Flu is a
pacey, terrifying, frighteningly real zombie horror
story.

American Government
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Astronomy is written in clear non-technical language,
with the occasional touch of humor and a wide range
of clarifying illustrations. It has many analogies drawn
from everyday life to help non-science majors
appreciate, on their own terms, what our modern
exploration of the universe is revealing. The book can
be used for either aone-semester or two-semester
introductory course (bear in mind, you can customize
your version and include only those chapters or
sections you will be teaching.) It is made available
free of charge in electronic form (and low cost in
printed form) to students around the world. If you
have ever thrown up your hands in despair over the
spiraling cost of astronomy textbooks, you owe your
students a good look at this one. Coverage and Scope
Astronomy was written, updated, and reviewed by a
broad range of astronomers and astronomy educators
in a strong community effort. It is designed to meet
scope and sequence requirements of introductory
astronomy courses nationwide. Chapter 1: Science
and the Universe: A Brief Tour Chapter 2: Observing
the Sky: The Birth of Astronomy Chapter 3: Orbits and
Gravity Chapter 4: Earth, Moon, and Sky Chapter 5:
Radiation and Spectra Chapter 6: Astronomical
Instruments Chapter 7: Other Worlds: An Introduction
to the Solar System Chapter 8: Earth as a Planet
Chapter 9: Cratered Worlds Chapter 10: Earthlike
Planets: Venus and Mars Chapter 11: The Giant
Planets Chapter 12: Rings, Moons, and Pluto Chapter
13: Comets and Asteroids: Debris of the Solar System
Chapter 14: Cosmic Samples and the Origin of the
Solar System Chapter 15: The Sun: A Garden-Variety
Star Chapter 16: The Sun: A Nuclear Powerhouse
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Chapter 17: Analyzing Starlight Chapter 18: The Stars:
A Celestial Census Chapter 19: Celestial Distances
Chapter 20: Between the Stars: Gas and Dust in
Space Chapter 21: The Birth of Stars and the
Discovery of Planets outside the Solar System Chapter
22: Stars from Adolescence to Old Age Chapter 23:
The Death of Stars Chapter 24: Black Holes and
Curved Spacetime Chapter 25: The Milky Way Galaxy
Chapter 26: Galaxies Chapter 27: Active Galaxies,
Quasars, and Supermassive Black Holes Chapter 28:
The Evolution and Distribution of Galaxies Chapter 29:
The Big Bang Chapter 30: Life in the Universe
Appendix A: How to Study for Your Introductory
Astronomy Course Appendix B: Astronomy Websites,
Pictures, and Apps Appendix C: Scientific Notation
Appendix D: Units Used in Science Appendix E: Some
Useful Constants for Astronomy Appendix F: Physical
and Orbital Data for the Planets Appendix G: Selected
Moons of the Planets Appendix H: Upcoming Total
Eclipses Appendix I: The Nearest Stars, Brown Dwarfs,
and White Dwarfs Appendix J: The Brightest Twenty
Stars Appendix K: The Chemical Elements Appendix L:
The Constellations Appendix M: Star Charts and Sky
Event Resources

Adventure: The Atari 2600 at the Dawn
of Console Gaming
The contributors to this book emphasize a mix of
heritage and history as the primary leitmotif for
contemporary border rivalries and dynamics. Whether
the region's 11 states want it or not, their bordered
identity is falling into ever sharper definition-if only
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because of pressure from extraregional states.
Chapters are organized by country to elicit a broad
range of thought and approach as much as for the
specific areas or nation-states examined in each
chapter. This book aims to provide new ways of
looking at the reality and illusion of bordered
Southeast Asia.Edited by James Clad, Sean M.
McDonald, and Bruce Vaughn, with contributions
from: Zachary Abuza, Richard P. Cronin, David Lee,
Rhoda Margesson, Dick K. Nanto, Patricia O'Brien,
David Rosenberg, Carlyle A. Thayer, Michael Wood.

Sports and Entertainment Marketing
The Palgrave Handbook of Race and
Ethnic Inequalities in Education
Cover crops slow erosion, improve soil, smother
weeds, enhance nutrient and moisture availability,
help control many pests and bring a host of other
benefits to your farm. At the same time, they can
reduce costs, increase profits and even create new
sources of income. You¿ll reap dividends on your
cover crop investments for years, since their benefits
accumulate over the long term. This book will help
you find which ones are right for you. Captures farmer
and other research results from the past ten years.
The authors verified the info. from the 2nd ed., added
new results and updated farmer profiles and research
data, and added 2 chap. Includes maps and charts,
detailed narratives about individual cover crop
species, and chap. about aspects of cover cropping.
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VJ
Sidney Bell's debut male/male romantic suspense Bad
Judgment delivers an emotionally charged and
adrenaline-packed story perfect for fans of Josh
Lanyon's Fair Game Embry Ford was a quiet, ordinary
guy—until tragedy ripped his life apart. Now he's
living under the radar, desperate to hide his identity
and determined to learn the truth behind what
happened. Even if that means working for—and
bedding—a man he loathes. As a bodyguard to a
shadowy arms dealer, Brogan Smith knows
distractions can kill as easily as a bullet. But when he
sets his eyes on his client's sexy assistant, he can't
get him out of his mind. Even more unnerving: the
closer he gets to Embry, the more Brogan starts to
suspect he might be protecting the wrong man.
Embry was sure nothing but vengeance would satisfy
him—until Brogan offers him something far more
tempting. Now Embry must choose: punish the people
who nearly destroyed him or fight for a future with
the man who has become his entire world. One-click
with confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press
Romance Promise: all the romance you're looking for
with an HEA/HFN. It's a promise!

More Brilliant Than the Sun
This book offers both marketing and sales
professionals a rare combined insight into both worlds
to continuously capture customer intelligence and
create value, by blending detailed research with
academic rigor and commercial experience of the
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authors in both Europe and North America. It has
never been easier to produce great marketing content
and sales collateral. And yet, 90% of the content that
marketing produces is NEVER used by sales. Why not?
Because it’s not relevant to the audience or the
prospect doesn’t even know the content exists.
Furthermore 58% of deals end up in “no decision”
because Sales has not presented value effectively.
Companies are creating lots of noise but failing to
resonate with the customers. So what? The danger,
aside from marketing wasting tens of millions of
dollars on ineffective content and tools, is that
customers will disengage. 94% of prospects say they
have completely disengaged with vendors because of
irrelevant content. In order to grow fast, the authors
argue, Sales and Marketing teams need to slow down.
They need to work together to truly understand their
customers’ needs, wants, motivations and pain points
so that they can offer customized “value”. The book
sets out how to establish a formal program to
continuously capture customer intelligence and
insights – the shiny gems of understanding that help
prospects to connect the dots – so that value can be
consistently articulated in marketing and sales
conversations. By integrating the best ideas and
practice from commercial experience and academic
research the authors show how to create value across
the entire marketing and sales value chain – not only
get a new customer, but to continue to create value
for future purchases by creating “post-sales” value.
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